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When the logistician has to plan the loading for standard loads, he can calculate without
any additional tools. A large number of different-sized loads can be a challenge. Loading
preview on a 3D visualization and the possibility to work with your own cargo and
vehicle dimensions will help you to save time for calculations. Sending the finished
project to another person, speeds up the loading process and minimizes the risk that
something will not fit. Logistics specialists working on freight exchanges can quickly
check which smallest (and at the same time cheapest) vehicle will be able to carry out a
given order.
 

Goodloading is a loading planning application for any loading space. The
algorithm distributes the loads on the trailer in such a way as to make
maximum use of its space. Goodloading can be used not only for road
transport, but also for sea, rail and even for palletisation.

Why is it worth it?



- possibility of loading any loading space, from a pallet, through a car to a container.
- giving loads weight and stackability, as well as the possibility of turning and grouping.
- visualization of the loading method in 3D form.
- sending the way and order of arranging loads in the form of a PDF file or a link.
- calculation of the current axle load during the loading of vehicles.
- calculation of free and occupied LDMs.
- possibility of loading into many cargo spaces.
 
Goodloading is constantly being developed and practically every month further
functionalities are implemented, which have been requested by users.
 

Goodloading is available in free and PRO version. In the free version, the user is not able
to add his own dimensions of vehicles and loads to the application. However, we
encourage you to test it to decide whether the functions provided meet your needs.
 
The price for a single user, when buying the annual subscription costs 9EUR/month.If
you buy additional accesses, the price per use may drop several times. Detailed price list
is available in the application. 
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